REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
For
Violent Intruder Defense Strategies

REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION
September 16, 2011

Due date for proposals: Friday, September 30, 2011, 4:30 p.m.

1. Is there an incumbent firm or individual

   No, there is no incumbent firm or individual

2. The REMS grant ends August 2012, under section 2012. Scope of work details the training will be conducted two times over 24 months. Please clarify the timing of the training

   When this grant was written the timeline for this training was established as two trainings over 24 months. There was a delay in the implementation of this grant and the issuance of the RFP’s for the training. The selected firm will conduct this training two times between the time of selection and the end of the grant.

3. We would strongly recommend you conduct oral presentations and meetings with the finalist firms to fully understand what the actual deliverable you are receiving.

   This will be taken under consideration